This guide will show how to take the steps required for a System Administrator to be registered in CMS-VO. A pre-requisite is having the GRID certificate. If you don't have it already, refer to STEP 2: CERN Certificate on Getting Started on the Brazos Cluster (http://collider.physics.tamu.edu/tier3/newuser/new_user.shtml#sec2).

Step by Step Guide

2. Click on 'Registration (Phase I)'
   a) Selected 'Anthony Tiradani' as representative
3. You will receive an email link to confirm
4. Complete Phase II (go back to the site)
   a) Phase II only requires date-of-birth and selecting groups and roles
   b) Groups and group roles selection, also accessible in the following link:
      Choose /cms/cmsuser, /cms/uscms/, and /cms/uscms/cmsuser

If needed you can give local contacts (they are just references).

Renewal Guide

1. Renewing is easy, click on the link emailed by a VO-administrator, and again after renewing your GRID certificate (if needed), you should be directed to this link: https://lcg-voms.cern.ch:8443/vo/cms/vomrs?path=RootNode/MemberAction/ResignUsageRules&action=execute
   Just accept the terms and continue the procedure.